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Abstract

Genetic Algorithms have been used throughout the

years for a large number of optimization problems.

However, it has become ever more clear that these algo-

rithms are powerful but not always very efficient. The

biggest problem is that GAs often take a long time to

find a near-optimal solution. Martin Pelikan has pro-

posed an optimization technique called the Bayesian

Optimization Algorithm (BOA). BOA uses the struc-

ture of the best solutions to model the data in a

Bayesian Network, using the building blocks of these

solutions. Then new solutions can be extracted from

the network and proposed for evaluation. While Pe-

likan used this algorithm to solve simple, mostly bi-

nary, problems, we have used the same techniques for

the Quadratic Assignment Problem, an NP-Hard prob-

lem. Our findings are that with BOA we get better

solutions, more so for greater problem sizes.

1 Introduction

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [6, 9] show great
promise as tools for solving optimization problems.
The general strategy for a GA is to make a
population of randomly generated proto-solutions
and through a number of generations evolve them
to the optimal solution. There are however a
few problems with these algorithms. The one
we wish to address here is that they can take a
long time to find the optimal solution (if it finds
the solution at all). The reason for this is that
GAs use the crossover mechanic for making new

proto-solutions. The idea here is similar as in
nature: randomly combining the characteristics
(genes) of two parent solutions to form a new
solution. The problem is that the good part
of these solutions often lies in combinations of
certain genes, we call these combinations ’building
blocks’. Random recombinations will often cause
the structure of the building blocks to be copied
only partly, so the newly generated solution is
often worse than the parents are.
Many studies try to use methods to hold the
building blocks together. There are a few statis-
tical methods. An example is PBIL [2] that tries
to calculate the probability for the occurrence
of every specific gene and builds a solution from
those probabilities. Another example is UMDA
[11] that uses a function to calculate the fitness
of potential offspring of a pair of solutions to get
higher quality offspring. What we will be studying
though is BOA [13] BOA is a method that uses
Bayesian Networks [12] to build a model of the
solutions. Pelikan has booked great results with
using this optimization technique on problems
containing strings of bits. We are going a step
further and we will try this same method on the
Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP).

Outline: In section 2 the background knowl-
edge will be explained, starting with Genetic Al-
gorithms, going through Bayesian Networks, the
BOA algorithm and finally the Quadratic Assign-
ment Problem. Then, in section 3, we will describe
the used method and the experimental setup. Sec-
tion 4 will discuss the results and finally section 5
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gives the conclusion and a discussion.

2 Background

2.1 Genetic Algorithms

The idea of Genetic Algorithms [5] is, as the
name implies, derived from genetics. The next
pseudo-code might illustrate its working:

Generate initial solutions
do until solution found

Sort solutions by fitness
Delete the worst solutions
Generate new solutions from
kept ones with crossover
and mutation to
replace the deleted solutions

end

In this way the typical ’survival of the fittest’
idea is used to incrementally optimize a population
of possible solutions. First a random population
is created. With each iteration the worst solu-
tions are replaced with newly generated solutions
that are probably better than the ones that are
replaced. Because of this the solutions should
get better and better with each iteration and
eventually reach an optimal solution.
The way this is most often done is with the meth-
ods of crossover and mutation. These methods
work just like in normal genetics. Crossover means
that two strands of DNA (from two parents) are
combined into a new one. This means that some
of the genes from two successful members of the
species are copied and some combinations of these
will be even more successful than one of the two
individual parents. There are many methods to
create a crossover operation [10]. A method that
is most often used is to pick two crossover points
and switch out everything between those points.
Figure 1 might illustrate this operation.

This method is used often because it keeps the
parts of the two solutions which might be the best
for the newly created solution.
Mutation is the process in which some of the genes
are copied ineffectually and are replaced by new,

Figure 1: A crossover example

Figure 2: A mutation example

unrelated ones. Figure 2 illustrates this.

Mutation does not always have positive effects
(as we can easily see in nature, where harmful
mutations occur frequently), but mutations have
to occur in order to assure that new information is
continuously added to the population.
There are also a number of selection mechanisms
that can be used in GAs [7]. A method that is
often used is tournament selection. In this method
a random number of individuals is selected from
the population. The best individual from this
group is then selected to produce offspring.
Another method is ranking selection. The idea
here is simple: sort the population from best to
worst and choose individuals to reproduce and
individuals to be replaced based on their individual
ranks. The offspring from some of the best indi-
viduals will replace some of the worst individuals
and the population will gradually improve.

2.2 Bayesian Networks

A Bayesian Network [12] is a network of nodes
connected by edges that represent a conditional
probability. This can be used to build a proba-
bilistic model of the data. The network has to be
directed and acyclic.
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Figure 3: Example of a Bayesian Network

The above network in Figure 3 is a model of
grass being wet. The rule is that the probability of
any node is dependent upon its parent nodes. This
means that the probability of the grass being wet is
dependent upon the sprinklers working and/or any
rain that might have fallen. The example is a very
simple network, but it complicates a bit when you
add the probabilities to the edges. The purpose of
these kinds of networks is to infer information from
the network with the following formula:

p(X) =
n−1∏
i=0

p(Xi|p(Xi)) (1)

Where p(Xi) denotes the parent variable of xi.
In short this formula tells us: (1) that the proba-
bility of any node is dependent only on the proba-
bility of the parent nodes and (2) the probability of
all nodes having particular values can be computed
with it. This technique is useful in inferring any
type of information from a Bayesian Network.
The difficulty of Bayesian Networks is in learning
the structure of the Network from the data. Unfor-
tunately this problem is itself a complex problem
which has not been completely solved [8]. How-
ever, we do not have to find the optimal network.
We only have to find a network that is sufficient for
modeling our data. There are however a number of
known methods for obtaining a network from the
data. We look at two, that have been proposed by
Wu and Shapiro [16]. The first method is Greedy
Search. In this method, for every pair of nodes it is
calculated which edge addition would improve the
network the most. The edge is added to the net-
work and edges are added in this same way until

no more additions can be found that improve the
network or certain stop criteria are met. A second
method is to just pick two nodes at random and
check if the network would improve if a connection
were to be added between these nodes. If this is
the case, add the connection and keep adding in
this way until the network does not improve for a
set number of attempts or certain stop criteria are
met.
Both these methods rely on obtaining a good score
for the quality of the network. There are a number
of good methods for obtaining a score but we will
not go too far into that here. Since our goal is to
obtain a network that is a good model for the popu-
lation it is sufficient to add any edge that represents
data that is also in the population. Therefore scor-
ing the network might be as simple as just counting
the occurrences of a connection in the population
and comparing it to the score of the previous net-
work.
This is just a small sample from all the possible
methods for building a network from the data. An
optimal method has not been found yet, but we can
work with any method that leads to a sufficiently
optimized network from the data.

2.3 The Bayesian Optimization Al-
gorithm

The Bayesian Optimization Algorithm (BOA) is
based on normal GAs. The only significant dif-
ference is that it uses a Bayesian Network instead
of the techniques of crossover and mutation to
obtain the next generation. The crossover method
has the problem that building blocks are often
ripped apart as a result of the operation, leaving
the next generation with a genome that is often
worse than either of its parents. Therefore we use
a different method for obtaining next generations.
This method is to build a model of the data using
a Bayesian Network. This is done by trying to
find common structures in the genome of the best
solutions. As nodes for the network, we choose the
specific value of a particular gene and connect it
to other values for other genes to try and obtain a
structure that works well. We now have a network
in which the paths can be seen as possible solutions
from the data. Now, following a path through this
network will give us a possible solution that shares
features with the best solutions in the population.
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This is exactly what we were striving for in the
first place. These new solutions can be inserted
into the population as a new generation, building
a new population for our evolutionary algorithm
without ever having to use crossover operations.

Martin Pelikan used this method on linearly sep-
arable problems [14]. This seems unneccesarily re-
strictive though. BOA should be an important
technique for any optimization problem. It would
therefore be interesting to use BOA on harder prob-
lems. We chose the class of NP-Hard problems
specifically to test the limits of BOA. This is an
area that GAs have had some success with and we
believe BOA would be a good optimization method
for these problems.

2.4 The Quadratic Assignment
Problem

The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) is
an optimization problem. The formal definition
of the problem is as follows: There are a set of
n facilities and a set of n locations. For each
pair of locations, a distance is specified and for
each pair of facilities a weight or flow is specified
(e.g., the amount of supplies transported between
the two facilities). The problem is to assign all
facilities to different locations with the goal of
minimizing the sum of the distances multiplied
by the corresponding flows. Or, more generally:
given a flow matrix W of size n ∗ n and a distance
matrix D of size n∗n, find an assignment f so that:

Cost(f) =
∑

i,j∈P

w(i, j) ∗ d(f(i), f(j))

is minimal.
The problem is NP-Hard [3], which means that
there is no known algorithm that can solve this
problem in polynomial time. In fact, even a stan-
dard approach like local search has proven to be
problematic [15]. Genetic Algorithms have been
applied for this problem, with reasonable amounts
of success [1]. We use a variant of the solution that
has been proposed by Wu and Ji [17] in which they
propose a GA with a new replacement strategy, as
explained in section 3.

This is a general form of more specific problems
like scheduling or manufacturing of microchips.

Figure 4: One crossover step

The principles of BOA and GAs however can be
used in any problem, regardless of the specifics.

3 Methods & Setup

To solve the QAP with BOA we first need to have
a fair comparison. To make sure this is the case
we have two experimental setups. At first we will
generate our own random problems. Each problem
can be described with two n ∗ n matrices. We fill
these up with random numbers and feed them into
both algorithms. This way there will always be a
fair comparison between the two algorithms.
Secondly there is QAPlib [4], an online library of
Quadratic Assignment Problems with real-world
problems as well as computationally hard prob-
lems.
We will compare two separate algorithms. The first
one is a regular GA using a crossover operation
as described by Ahuja et al [1]. The crossover
operation needs to take into account that after the
operation every number can appear only once. The
procedure of Ahuja et al is to select two parent
solutions from the population and pick a number of
crossover points. For each of the crossover points,
replace the value at that point with the value of
that point in the other parent. Now all we have to
do is search in the solution for the other instance
of the value we just inserted in the solution and
replace it with the value we deleted. Figure 4
illustrates how one of these steps takes place. This
procedure is then repeated for each crossover point.

When using this crossover method mutation is
unneccesary as each number can only appear once
in each solution. This would usually be accom-
plished by flipping the values of two positions. As
explained above, the crossover operation already
does this, so the mutation operation becomes
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Problem Size GA BOA
30 15561 15031
35 21827 21121
40 29850 28906
45 36445 35519
50 46215 45647
55 56317 55761

Table 1: Performance on random problems

superfluous.

Next we explain the BOA algorithm. BOA is
similar to the GA but instead of using crossover we
build a Bayesian Network from the best solutions
in the population. When building the network,
for each position a number could take, we make
a node for that position. This way, the network
has n2 nodes by default. We initially build just the
nodes and create all connections from there. Our
method for making these connections is based on
the stochastic search method of Wu and Shapiro
[16]. The strategy is to pick two nodes at random
and make a connection between these two nodes.
After this we test the network and see if the addi-
tion has improved the network. If the network has
not improved, remove the connection. Repeat this
until the network does not change.
When the network is finished it is simply a question
of following a path through the network to obtain a
possible solution for the problem. The probability
of any solution can be calculated by multiplying all
the values of the connections between the nodes of
that solution in the network. These solutions are
fed into the population and the rest of the algo-
rithm works similar as the GA.

4 Results

Table 1 shows our results for the experiment on the
random problems. In these experiments we gener-
ated a random problem and presented it to both
algorithms. A population size of 5n was found to
be sufficient. Both algorithms are made to run for
30000 generations and offspring percentages are set
to 50

Table 2 shows a run of a few of the QAPlib prob-
lems. It is clear that BOA outperforms the GA in
all instances of the problems.

Problem GA BOA Optimal
Bur26a 5446751 5426670 5426670
Nug25 4204 4120 3744
Rou12 249574 235528 235528

Table 2: Performance on QAPlib problems

Figure 5: Learning curves for the algorithms

Finally Figure 5 shows the leaning curves for GA
and BOA. It can be seen that the GA is intially
a bit faster but quickly stops improving because
the population gets stuck on a particular solution.
BOA keeps on improving until it surpasses the GA.

These results look very promising. BOA often
finds the optimal solution, where GA does not.
We have also found in smaller experiments that
for smaller problems, where both algorithms find
the optimal solution, BOA is generally faster to
find the optimum.

5 Conclusions

We believe that we have demonstrated that even
in NP-Hard problems, an evolutionary algorithm
can be optimized with the Bayesian Optimization
Algorithm in such a way that it produces results
more efficiently. In both the random problems and
the QAPlib problems BOA outperformed the regu-
lar GA. Not always by a large margin, but in these
kinds of optimization problems relatively small fit-
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ness improvements like this are already worth a lot.
If we can optimize combinatorial optimization al-
gorithms to consistently give better results, this is
already worth a lot of effort.
The biggest strike against BOA is that it takes
longer to generate new solutions. GAs can gener-
ate a new solution in linear time while BOA takes
n3 to build the network and generate the solutions
from it.
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